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Union protest
Pickets hold up police station construction
By Christina Lucarotti
Daily staff writer

ork outside the Seventh
Street garage was at a standstill again Tuesday, as members of the Carpenters’ Union Local
405 picketed against Giancola
Concrete Construction.
Representatives from the union,
who have been picketing since
Monday morning, claim Giancola has
not paid its workers the standard

gaol

wage for the carpentry work that was
done for the new San Jose State
University Police Department building.
"The people are tired of being
exploited. Workers are tired of people
taking advantage of them," said Jessie
Bush, a representative for the carpenters union.
Mike Giancola, the owner of
Giancola Concrete Construction, could
not be reached for comment.
Dru Scott, a freshman majoring in

5.
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Above, protester Martin Guerrerro takes part in a protest outside the Seventh
Street garage Tuesday morning. The strike was organized by Carpenters’ Union Local
405 against subcontractors Giancola who are being accused by the Union of not paying the standard wage for carpentry work that was done for the university.

Top, Jessie Bush stands with his protest sign in front of the Seventh Street. parking garage Tuesday morning as cars turn in. Bush, with five other union members, is
protesting because the new University Police Department headquarters is being built
with out union workers.

Tsunami club makes waves

history, lives in Washburn Hall near
the garage. Scott didn’t know what the
picketing was about, but was certain
the construction will take longer as a
result.
"It means more days of not being
able to sleep in," Scott said.
Giancola is a subcontractor for
Gen-Con Construction, which won the
bid for the work on Seventh Street,
Bush said.
Contractors bid for university projects because SJSU is a state school
and state regulations require it, Bush
said.
However, when the carpenters
union checked Giancola’s certified
state payrolls, they contend that none
of the company’s employees had been
paid prevailing carpentry wages, Bush
said.
Instead, the workers were paid
about $9 an hour less than normal
carpentry wages, Bush said.
SJSU administrators said they
would like to see the problems
between Giancola and the union
resolved as soon as possible.
"We don’t like this. It’s an embarrassment," said Dan Johnson an associate vice president for administration, who is responsible for the
Facilities
Development
and
Operations Office. "Our expectation is
that the contractor could have fixed
this before the picketing."
The carpenters union is in the
process of filing a complaint with the
state regarding Giancola, said Gary
Pruitt, a field representative for the
carpenters union.
The state sets wage standards
based on the type of work being done,
Bush said. Violating those wage standards is called a misclassification and
can result in a fine of $50 a day per
person, Bush said.
Meanwhile, union members such as
Alfredo Castillo, who was not
employed by Giancola donate their
time to picket.
"We believe it’s not fair for people
who do this kind of work to not get
paid what they’re supposed to,"
Castillo said .
The picket has been scheduled to
last through today but Castillo said he
thinks they will probably be out again
on Thursday because he hasn’t heard
anything about negotiations.
Stephen Nichols, a junior majoring
in administration of justice, was upset
by the picketing outside the garage.
"Union people are trouble," said
Nichols, who is from King City.
"Where I’m from, the union leaders
waited too long to negotiate and 760
people lost their jobs."

See Protest, page 7

’Wetting’ his whistle

Japanese anime has following in student organization
By Emily B. Zurich
Special to the Daily

You won’t find Mickey Mouse
or Bugs Bunny cartoons screened
at the Tsunami Mime club.
Every Thursday, the Tsunami
Mime club meets on campus to
watch Japanese animation series.
The club, just starting its sixth
semester as a student organization at San Jose State University,
screens one episode each of six
Mime series every week.

Club members describe Mime
as the Japanese equivalent of the
American sitcom or television
drama.
Patrick Wong, vice president of
the club and a junior majoring in
administration of justice, likes
Anime because the story lines are
realistic.
"Main characters in Japan die.
They don’t always live," said
Wong. "It’s more mature."
Wong said a large percentage
of entertainment in Japan is ani-

mated, mostly because of a lack of
studios and space to film real life
action.
The episodes operate much like
weekly prime-time series in the
United States, with running story
lines and recurrent characters.
The episodes are usually presented in the original Japanese
with English subtitles. Instead of
being translated by a professional
studio, the episodes shown by the
Tsunami Mime club have actual -

See Anime, page 6

Major Authors Series back at SJSU
By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer

Noted southern writer Barry
Hannah will visit San Jose State
University this week kicking off
the 1999-2000 season of the
Center For Literary Arts Major
Authors Series.
Hannah will read from his
works on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Friday, Hannah will sign copies
of his books at the Spartan

Bookstore in the Student Union at
10 a.m. Then, at 12:30 p.m. members of the campus community are
invited to join in a conversation
at Spartan
Hannah
with
Memorial.
The conversation provides an
opportunity to exchange ideas
with a distinguished authors.
It was brought back to the
series’ format this season after a
short hiatus, Sam Maio, Interim
Director of the Center for Literary
Arts said.

Hannah has written 11 books of
fiction. His first novel "Geronimo
Rex" won the William Faulkner
Award. "Geronimo Rex" is the
sweeping story of the psychological and moral development of its
main character Harry Monroe in
the deep South of the ’50s and
’60s.
work
reference
"The
Contemporary Authors" describes
distinct
a
having
Hannah as
southern ’voice,’ deadpan humor,

See Author, page 6
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Shawn Abalos, 5, finds relief from the 92-degree heat Tuesday afternoon in the waterfalls at the
Plaza de Cesar Chavez. The National Weather Service expects a cool down for the remainder of the
week.
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Are sexual harassment laws
in schools and in the workplace necessary for a safe
environment or have people
become too sensitive?
Laws are necessary
to keep schools
free of harassment

Fight against sexual
harassment in the
hands of individuals
from work was talking
A::irl
to one of the cooks one
ight and realized after
several moments that his smug
grin had nothing to do with the
vonversation. Instead, the grin
I iad to do with his zipper which
as "mistakenly" unzipped; she
was suddenly looking at him in a
new light. Does this constitute

baby, you look hot!
Hey
Wanna come home
with me?"
For some, this may seem like
a harmless complement or joke.
For others, it is an unwelcome
comment or advance which may
be considered sexual harassment.
If a professor makes sexual
advances on a student or threatens to fail a student
unless he or she agrees to date the professor, it is sexual
harassment. Things such as facetious sexual comments
made in a classroom or casual workplace may seem less
obvious, but are still considered harassment.
People do not always realize they are offending or
harassing someone else. Harassment can range from a
comment made by one person to another but which is
not directed at the third person, who is offended, to blatant physical harassment such as touching someone’s
butt or breasts. It also includes displaying or distributing sexually explicit drawings, pictures or written materials or spreading rumors about or rating other students
in regards to sexual activity or performance, according to
a recent issue of The Christian Science Monitor.
Sexual harassment is a very real and serious problem
in schools at all levels, including elementary and middle
schools, all the way up to the university level. Such
harassment can affect a student’s physical or emotional
well-being, study abilities and can make it more difficult
for a student to achieve his or her career goals. The
Monitor reported several elementary- and high schoolage students being sexually harassed. Not only is this
appalling and wrong, it affects these young people in
negative ways, and in some cases may have lifelong consequences.
It is also illegal. Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 prohibits sex discrimination,
including sexual harassment.
"Requests for sexual favors, unwelcome sexual
advances and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitutes sexual harassment when submission to or rejection of this conduct explicitly or implicitly
affects an individual’s work performance or creates an
intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment,"
according to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
Many types of harassment can occur at many places
and in many situations on college campuses, such as in
cafeterias, dormitories, classrooms and at parties.
Schools at all levels should not ignore sexual harassment or make excuses for males or females by attributing this behavior to emerging adolescence or by saying
things such as "boys will be boys."
Many people feel the laws regarding sexual harassment have gotten out of hand. Some say people are too
sensitive when it comes to comments they hear. But by
ignoring or minimizing the problem, it is made to seem
unimportant, and to those who have suffered because of
sexual harassment this is extremely unfair.
Students at any level should be protected from sexual harassment. Each person has their own threshold of
tolerance and people who are not easily offended should
keep in mind there are people who are, even if it’s not
aimed at them.

hareissievot?
Sexual harassment is defined as follows: "unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitutes
sexual harassment when submission to or rejection of
this conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individuals work performance or creates an intimidating, hostile
or offensive work environment," according to Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964
The cook never made any sexual advances toward
her, nor did he make any sexual requests. He claimed it
was truly an accident and he never meant to make her
feel uncomfortable’.
People at work were divided. Some dismissed the
idea that he was sexually intimidating and the others
were screaming "fire his ass."
In the end, nothing came from it because the person
who was "harassed" was not offended enough to report
it to the authorities, file a report with the management
or risk her job. Once she decided not to do anything
about it the matter was dropped but he was still punished. Among the employees both male and female
he was stigmatized as a "pervert" and new employees
were warned to not talk to him. All the women at work
were told to stay clear of him.
Was this the right way to handle this? Probably not.
California is known as the state of "if you don’t like it
-- sue it" and it comes to no surprise that we are this
way because of all the laws mandated. Although sexual
harassment is a serious problem in schools and in the
workplace, we have come to the point that no one can
protect us from sexual harassment except for ourselves.
The,,, days, when I’m being oriented for a new job,
the". rive. me my I 9 forms, W-4 forms and a booklet that
tell me what Hwy consider sexual harassment. It
see.m, lei me t hai t he only person who can judge what
harassment is. t he person that it happens to.
Being in liii. workplace as long as I have been, I have
%,e hat Ii i,sielered sexual harassment, but that was
my iierception. Getting ii back rub, giving someone a
hug when they’re upset or happy or talking to a friend
at work about your personal lifi. is your business.
If you read the laws of what is appropriate in the
workplace, a man giving a women a hug at work could
be perceived as inappropriate. even if she is his friend.
Having a friendly conversation with a member of the
opposite sex could be misconstrued as sexual harassment. Where does it end and where does it begin?
If you feel someone has overstepped their boundaries,
tell them. There is no law in the world that will give you
the f’e’eling of power when saying, "You’ve made me feel
el neon& rtabl e"
Only you have that power.
-ix iii
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Are sexual harassment laws necessary in school?

"I think the laws are necessary because the law needs to
be enforced everywhere we
refer to as a Public place.

"I thnk people are too sensitive.The way the ’90s are, people are very affectionate, very
flirty. Sometimes a girl or a guy
can take it too far as to what is
sexual harassment."
-- Nicole Kunibe
freshman
nursing

"These laws can be taken
too far. You make a lewd comment and some girl might get
offended and take you to court
for sexual harassment, which
ruins a lot of legitimate cases."
Daniel Nguyen
freshman
graphic design

Ha Nguyen
junior
computer engineering

"It’s an issue that needs to
be dealt with both in school
and the workplace. There
should be laws to protect both
males and females."
Julie Madigan
graduate student
TESOL

Compiled by Liz Cloutman and photos by Glenn Fuentes

_

"They (laws) shouldn’t be necessary, but people don’t follow
the rules so they are. It’s just
common knowledge if a person’s uncomfortable, you should
stop it."
-- Chris Der
senior
digital media

"I think the laws are necessary because they keep people
safe. I don’t think they have
gone too for. It’s a matter of
perspective as to what sexual
harassment really is."
Rebeca Tiep
junior
music
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End-of -the-world fears are premature
world is coming to an
The
end. At least that’s what
I keep hearing from people I previously considered to
be intelligent, rational individuals.
You know who you are.
As the world prepares for
the turn of the century, people
are expecting two things:
First, and most importantly,
the world is supposed to come
to an end, and second, my computer is supposed to
die.
I don’t think that second one is going to bother
me too much if the first one rings true.
By the way, if computers are so smart, they
should be able to figure out that 2000 comes after
1999. It seems simple enough to me.
All this millennium hype is beginning to get a bit
ridiculous.
The funniest part about this whole thing is that
its totally wrong.
A century is 100 years, a millennium is 1,000
years, there was no year zero.
The first century lasted from 1 to 100, the second
century from 101 to 200 the current century would
be from 1901 to 2000 hence making the real millennium begin on Jan. 1, 2001.
Fallen angels, asteroids, exploding planets,
earthquakes, volcanoes, Y2K, fires and hurricanes,
blah, blah, blah.
Did somebody say delusional?
It’s enough to make you run out and join a cult.
I finally decided things were getting out of hand
when I heard a 10-year-old say how scared he was
that his family would not be together on New Year’s
because the world is going to end and everyone is
going to die.
Ten-year-old children should not be worrying

about petty little problems
,:uch as the end of the world.
They should be playing and
laughing and learning.
The problem is that no one
really knows for sure. People
have been trying to predict the
end of the world since the
beginning of the world.
The point is this: What the
hell is the point of worrying
about it now?
If the world’s going to end any time soon, the
last thing I want to do is spend the last three
months of my life worrying about it.
It seems as though it might be counterproductive to maintaining our sanity until it really does
happen, or until this whole thing blows over.
It appears natural for people to get excited about
being part of something that takes place only once
every thousand years.
But why all the negativity?
Maybe Jesus is going to come back and let us
know that we’ve been miscalculating his birthday
all these years.
If it’s going to happen, it’s obviously in the hands
of a power beyond our control.
When will Jesus return? I’m not sure. But I do
know that if he’s coming back for the millennium, it
won’t be on Jan. 1, 2000.
We have at least one more year to prepare, speculate and worry about it.
Personally, I think this New Year’s is going to
turn out to be a lot like my 21st birthday, a whole
lot of alcohol and nothing more than a terrible
headache the next day.
Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily
features editor
"Repeat After Me" appears Wednesdays.
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Today
Nutrition and Food
Services
Body composition analysis from
8 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Central
Classroom building, Room 221. For
more information, call James
Burke at 924-3377.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; art receptions, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Nutrition and Food Science
department
Ongoing recruitment for Latina
and Asian bone health study
Females age 20-25 years old are
eligible For more information, call
Dr. May Wang at 924-3106.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m to
12:35 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call father Bob Burry
at 938-1610.

Jose

State

Sparta Guide
information, call Jane Boyd at 9245950
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and Intermediate
rumba lessons taught by professional guest, followed by open
dancing, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m in
Spartan Complex East, Room 089.
For more information, call Michelle
Lehne at 260-8187.
SJSU Budo Taijutsu Club
Weekly martial arts training, 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in Ushida Hall,
Room 202. For more information,
call Garth at 297-7646.
Advancement Via Individual
Determination
AVID tutor recruitment from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the
Student Union. For more information, call Lindsey Vaughn at 9245975.
Tau Delta Phi
Meetings - readings, 6 p.m. at
Nick’s Pizza. For more information,
call John at 445-5440.

University

Almaden
room, Student
Union.
Admission
welcome.
For
free, all students
more information, call the Studigt
Life Center at 924-5950.
&Mrs Spring Semester in
Bath, England
Informational meeting for overseas study in Bath, England, 2:30
p.m. in MacQuarrie Hall, Room
510. For more information, call
Amy Rocha at 924-5099
Department of Meteorology
Seminar presentation - Upper
atmosphere solar tides- Latent heat
release effects, with Rynda C.
Hudman, UCAR/SOARS protege,
from 12 p.m. to 1:15 p.m in
Duncan Hall, Room 614 For more
information, call the meteorology
department at 924-5200.
School of Music and Dance
Student dance and choreography
projects performed at informal
dance show, 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in
Spartan Complex, Room 219. For
more information, call Loressa
McGowan at 292-6494.

Library Donations and Book
Sales
Weekly book sales at a new location from 10 11.111. to 4 p.m. in Clark
Library, Room 408. For more information, call the library acquisitions
department at 924-2705.

New Student Advising and
Orientation
Orientation leader recruitment
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Student Life Center. For more
information, call Tony, Myra or
Crystal at 924-5950.

SJSU Study Abroad Office
Study and work abroad fair
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Seventh
Street plaza. For more inforMat Ion.
call Robert Carolin at 924-5931

SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Recruitment table in front of the
Student Union from 10:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. For more infurniation, call
Tera at 924-7943

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting, 2:30 p.m. in
the Chicano Resource Center. For
more information, call Miguel
Rodriguez at 938-0429.

SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Recruitment table in front of the
Student Union from 10:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. For more information, call
Tera at 924-7943.

Career Center
Recruiting services workshop from
3:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m.; recruiting
services rØsumØ critique from 4:15
p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in Building F. For
more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
First team practice of the season from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
Spartan Field, 10th and Alma
streets. For more information, call
Tera at 924-7943.

Student Life Center
Leadership development workshop series: Planning a successful
program. 11 a tn. to 12 p.m. in the

Sparta Guide Is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff Ile deadline for
entries is noon, three days before desired pub!,
cation date Entry forms are available in the
Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions

Child Development Club
Graduation information meeting
at 3:30 p.m. in the Central
Classroom building, Room 118. For
more information, call Michelle
Anderson at 378-8239.
Re-entry Advisory Program
Drown liag lunch- "Been there,
dune that," re-entry students discuss their struggles and successes,
12 p.ni to 1.30 I’ ii 111 the Pacheco
room, Student 11,,,,,,, For more
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Lumberjacks?
his chances to play Saturday.
In other injury news, defensive
end James Ditch is possible after
a knee injury sidelined him during the Tulsa game.
Another ailing knee is that of
Jose Gomez. The offensive guard
suffered an injury to his right
knee against Saint Mary’s and is
doubtful for the Stanford game.

Whitaker fourth in nation
David Heller/Spartan Daily

Quarterback Chris Kasteler

threw for two touchdowns along with 295 yards passing in SJSU’s 34-10
win against the Tulsa Golden Hurricane Saturday at Spartan Stadium

By Mike osegueda
Daily itaff writer

Outside of the Spartan football
locker room there is a sign that
lists the team’s goals. The second
thing on the list: beat Stanford.
Saturday, when the San Jose
State University football team
travels to Stanford Stadium they
can not only accomplish the second goal, but also pull off their
second upset over the Cardinal in
as many years.
Last season the Spartans
opened their season with a 35-23
upset of Stanford. Led by two firmer players a 129 -yard performance on the ground from run-

partan Football Notebook
rung back Carlos Meeks and a
12-of-16 game from quarterback
Brian Vye
the defeat was the
beginning of the downward spiral
that was the Cardinal’s 3-8 season.
This season’s Spartans will
look for similar means of attack
from
quarterback
Chris
Kasteler and tailback Deonce
Whitaker. Kasteler paced the
team with a 2I -of-28 air attack as
SJSU trampled Tulsa University
34-10 Saturday.
Whitaker led the team on the
ground with 123 yards rushing
before going down on the 20-yard
line with an ankle injury.
T11’. Cardinal is also coming off

of a successful week. It upset No.
18 UCLA 42-32 and secured the
top spot in the Pacific-10
Conference with a league record of
3-0.
It was the second time this season the Cardinal knocked off a
top 25 opponent. The first came
in a 50-22 win over No. 17
University of Arizona on
Sept. 18. Even though the
Cardinal hav rolled over its
last three opponents, the
Spartans still feel confident
going into Saturday’s contest.
"We needed a win like this Na...
Tulsa ) to go into Stanford,"
Kasteler said.

baseball community time to
adjust to the new standards and
for the panel to do further
research,"
said
Charles
Wethington,
University
of
Kentucky president and NCAA
executive committee chairman.
"Of course, we reserve the right
to make adjustments in the standards for bats and balls at any
time if necessary."
!loping to make natal bats perform more like wood, the panel
recommended a batted-ball exit
speed be adopted for non -wood

Stanford’s deep threat

Injury report
The Spartans will also need
Whitaker in the backfield when
they line-up against the Cardinal
Saturday.
After leaving the Tulsa game in
the fourth quarter, Whitaker’s status is listed as "possible" by the
team.
At the press conference following the Spartans 34-10 win over
the Golden Hurricane, Whitaker
said he "was not worried" about

NCAA sets new aluminum bat standards
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
The
speed of a baseball hit with a
metal bat would not be greater
than one hit with wood under new
standards adopted Tuesday by the
NCAA.
The association’s executive
committee affirmed a recommendation made last month by a
research panel to limit the exit
speed of metal bats to 97 mph in
games involving NCAA schools for
at least three years, starting in
January.
"The moratorium will give the

Whitaker’s 123 yards on the
ground upped his national rushing rank to fourth.
The 5-foot-6-inch running back
is averaging 156 yards per contest
and moved up from sixth in the
NCAA. Whitaker is also second in

bats equivalent to the highest
averagr.: speed using major
league-quality 34-inch solid wood
bats, which is less than 97 mph.
The executive committee received
the report in August but delayed
implementing the panel’s recommendations pending further tests.
Many college teams last season
went to smaller aluminum bats,
one of the recommendations by
the panel, to increase safety and
to reverse a trend of higher scoring than with wood bats, which
broke easily.

yards per carry,
averaging 7.6.
The junior was also able to
hold on to his No. 1 ranking in allpurpose running, but slipped to
second in scoring. The 123 yards
also marked his fifth consecutive
game in which he rushed for more
that 100 yards and made him the
first Spartan to ever start the season with four straight 100-yard
games.

Another player whose name
will be shuffled in the NCAA
ranks Saturday is Stanford’s
wide receiver Troy
Walters.
Walters is second in
the NCAA with 153
receiving
yards per game
and is tied for
No. 10 in receptions, averaging
7.5 per game.
Walters could also
make his way into the
Pac-10 record books on
Saturday. He needs 57
receiving yards to pass
Johnnie
USC’s
Morton as the Pac-10’s
all time leader.

Defense needed
In order to shut down Walters
and Cardinal quarterback Thdd
Husak, the Spartan defense will
need to play at the level which has
allowed only one touchdown in the

Illustrations by
Ion Robertson

past two games. Head coach Dave
Baldwin said he was thrilled
with the defense’s play against
Tulsa.
The Spartans held the Golden
Hurricane scoreless in the final
three quarters of Saturday’s
game. In the previous week
against St. Mary’s, SJSU yielded
only 231 yards, the team’s lowest
amount in six years. Linebacker
Josh Parry led the team with 10
tackles in the Tulsa game and
leads the team overall with 34.
Defensive tackle Abdul-Salam
Noah leads the team in tackles
for a loss with seven.
Noah is also tied for the team
lead in sacks with two.

coming soon >>> ocr career fair

get ready

University coeer
C:erriefr

graduating seniors!
for August and December 1999
& May and August 2000 SJSU grads.

*get
registered!

CAREER FAIRS

Stop by the Career Canter, Bldg. F
to complete your Exptess Regtsbetion.

Technology makes the world faster.

UL makes it safer.

go to the

UL is the most respected and accepted produLt safety 311,1 rehaLiiiity urgaiiiiation across the
globe. That’s due to our highly-skilled engineers, chemists, fire protection specialists and
administrative personnel who use the latest scientific arid technological tools to establish and
publish safety guidelines and evaluate if and when a product should fail - - and whether it
fails safely. Due to our ever-expanding global influence, we’re in need of more dedicated, tai
ented and conscientious professionals to fill the following role -

OCR Career Fair
October 7, 1999

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SJSU Event Center

Product Safety Engineers
Evaluate and test a wide range of products including information technology equipment,
medical/dental equipment, power supplies and audio/video products

0

Assure product safety through domestic and international regulatory compliance
requirements
Client interface, application submittals, cost analysis, creation of technical reports and
participation in constructive reviews

winar

Requires a BS in Electrical/Mechanical/Chemical Engineering or Industrial Technology,
excellent communication skills and occasional international and domestic travel
We offer a competitive salary, a comprehensive benefits package and an excellent working
environment to begin your career.

Oct. 1
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Please see us at
The San lose State fah Fair
Thursday, Octohel 7th

ow
suiti
inllentered

If unable to see us on campus, please send your resume to: Underwriters Laboratories, Tonle
Lucca/HR Dept., 1655 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050, or fax to: (408) 556-6042. Email:
toola.a.luccseus.ufcom. TDD (408) 985-7015. We are an equal opportunity employer.
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110 years of baseball ... gon,
memories

At the close of a 40-year journey, friendship lives on through

1990 to 1994 we were
From
inseparable. Day or night,
rain or shine, we shared happiness and heartache, ecstasy and
agony.
And although I’d known her
since 1984, it was at a time when I

was at my lowest when she took
me in and comforted me. I had just
been dumped
hard.
I had been in love with someone
who I thought was "the one." It
was the kind of love that makes
you think of wedding bells, baby
carriages and forever.
But unfortunately, the other
person in the equation didn’t
share my sentiments.
She wanted more out of life
than I could offer her so she left.
And it left me reeling. So I went
looking for solace, I went looking
for someone to make me forget my
pain. That’s what she did.
Whenever we’d get together, I’d

Tiger Stadium
ends 70-year
history

could, then the next day she would
radiate warmth. She had weathered the changes of 40 years and
carried the wisdom that age
brings.
She taught me a lot about life,
and even more about myself.
She taught me life is not about
instant gratification that there
is something to be said for being in
it for the long haul
She taught me that it’s the journey, not the destination.
She taught me to look at the
that there is so much
details
more below the surface that most
people miss because they don’t
take the time to find the hidden

gems of life.
She taught me not to take
things too seriously that there
is always tomorrow.
She taught me that remarkable
things can happen that everyone can have their day in the limelight if they persevere.
She taught me that memories
are priceless that something
you experience is yours to keep
forever. We stopped seeing each
other on a regular basis in the
spring of 1994. I met someone else.
I started dating and fell in love.
It was the kind of love that
made me realize wedding bells,
baby carriages and forever.

We still see each other occasionally. Not as much as I would like,
but she understands.
You see, the one final lesson
that she taught me was that it was
all right to move on that change
was, and is, inevitable.
This is why I will not shed a
tear Thursday. For I will always
carry the memories we shared
deep inside my heart.
I will always remember her as
Not as 3Com Park
I knew her
but as the ’Stick.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan
Daily assistant sports editor In a
Groove will appear from time to time

People will do crazy
things to WIN

With Tiger Stadium closing on
Monday, Candlestick Park or
3Com Park for all the non -believers
will have her last home game at
1:05 p.m Thursday against none
other than the Los Angeles
Dodgers The game will be televised
on Fox Sports Bay Area. JP
DETROIT (AP) With Al
Kaline, Ernie Harwell and a sellout crowd bidding goodbye, Tiger
Stadium went out on in grand
fashion in its last turn at bat
Monday.
Better make that grand slam
fashion. Robert Fick, wearing the
No. 25 of former Tigers favorite
Norm Cash, hit his first career
grand slam in the eighth inning
and Detroit beat Kansas City 8-2
in its final game at the corner of
Michigan and Trumbull.
In moving postgame ceremonies emceed by Harwell, 65 former Tigers from Eldon Auker,
who played in 1933, to Brad
Ausmus of the 1999 squad
formed a chronological line from
home plate to the flag pole in center field.
A flag featuring a Tiger
Sttadjum logo was lowered and
passed from player to player,
from Auker at one end to Ausmus
at the other.
It will be raised next season at
Comerica Park, the Tigers’ new
home.
"Behind me stands over 70
years of Tigers’ history" Auker
said as he presented the flag to
Ausmus. "Each of us has touched
this flag today as this stadium has
touched millions of fans who have
attended games here.
"Never forget us, for we live on
by those who carry on the Tigers
tradition and who so proudly wear
the olde English D."
Home plate was dug up immediately after the final out and carried to Comerica Park where it
was relocated in the new stadium
being built about a mile away.
Still, the fans, who cheered
lustily as each of the players were
introduced and jogged to their
respective positions, booed at
every reference to Comerica Park.
"Tonight we say goodbye,"
Harwell said in his closing
remarks as music from the sound
track of the movie "Apollo 13"
played softly in the background.
"But we will not forget. Open your
eyes, take a look around, and take
a mental picture. Moments like
this will live on."
As he concluded, Harwell’s
voice began to choke with emotion.
Many in the stands remained for
as long as they could, taking in one
last, loving look.
Some, who were close enough,
leaned over the rail and scooped
hands full of dirt.
"Farewell old friend, Tiger
Stadium," Harwell said. "We will
remember."
The crowd of 43,356 chanted
Fick’s name and he stepped to the
top of the dugout steps and doffed
his cap as thousands of flash bulbs
Pope.
The crowd was fairly wellbehaved.
Only a few fans jumped over
the fence and tried to run across
the field after Doug Jones struck
out Carlos Beltran to end it at 7:07
p.m.
Built on the site of a harnarket
in 1912, the ballpark that was
once home to Ty Cobb, Mickey
Cochrane, Hank Greenberg,
Denny McLain and Kaline made
one last sentimental journey.
On April 20, 1912, with home
plate moved from right field to its
present location, the stadium
opened as Navin Field.
That was five days after the
sinking of the Titanic. Fenway
Park opened in Boston the same
day, making them the two oldest
ballparks in the country.

always walk away with a smile.
Whenever we’d get together, I’d
feel like my troubles weren’t really all that bad.
We were not exclusive, but that
didn’t seem to bother her.
She knew there were others
in places such as Oakland, Los
Angeles, Colorado, Kansas City,
Baltimore, St. Louis and even in
Norfolk but she didn’t care.
She always welcomed me in
and made me feel warm.
Some said she was cold and
unforgiving, but to me, that was
just part of her charm.
She wou!.1 put the freeze on you
one day just to show you she

$25,0001
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You can just go to

www.180000LLECT.com
1-800-COLLECT
Savo a Buck or Mo.
Savings vs. dialing ’V with AT&T.

NO purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, go to www.win25000.1800C0LLECT.corn
or send a SASE to: Win $25,000 Rules, P.O. Box 5086, Blair, NE 68009-5086. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/99.
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Anime
Continued from pg 1
ly been subtitled by the bins
themselves.
Steve
Goldstein,
the
Tsunami Anime dub librarian
and a senior majoring in occupational therapy, said the
episodes shown have usually
been videotaped off televisions
by fans in Japan and subtitled
by those who speak both
English and Japanese. The
videos are then passed from
country to country before
becoming property of the
Tsunami Anime club and its
officers.
Wong described Anime as
being a fan based operation,
because of how much the Anime
billowing relies on its fans to
translate and pass on episodes
and information.
Although Anime is not exclusively geared toward children,
some popular children’s Anime
series that have reached the
U.S. mainstream are "Sailor
Moon" and "Pokemon."
Wong said it is because affiillation in the United States is
Snell :IS children’s entertainment, with the exceptions of
such series as "South Park" and
Tsunami
"flu’
Simpsons."
Anime, Wong said, prefers to
subs"
show
mainly
"fan
(episodes subtitled by fans) or
raw Japanese, and less main -

’11110Immommimmitiemmurspritimmwtririggrr

I want candy...
attend Tsunami Anime meet
stream stuff.
The club officers were enthu- ings, are also interested in
siastic about their club, friendly Mime in general. He blames
and willing to explain their pas- poor female attendance on safesion to anyone who asks. Keith ty issues, pointing out that
Hasegawa, in his first year as meetings are scheduled after
president of the club and a dark.
The only female attendee,
junior majoring in computer
engineering, hopes more people Leony Yosefa, a junior internawill show up to boost atten- tional business major, said she
came because her boyfriend
dance.
"I know there’s a lot of people asked her to go. She has been
who like /Mime, and not a lot of attending screenings since last
people who know about the semester.
Club officers have tried to
club," Hasegawa said.
He also mentioned that schedule meetings for weeksexuor
ends,
but said they saw a drop
violent
not
all
Anime is
in attendance and moved meetally oriented.
screened ings back to Thursday nights.
the
Although
The showings are free and
episodes were very graphicstake
place
at
intensive, they were not full of usually
explosions or bloody warfare. Washington Square Hall room
109.
Hasegawa said Mime crosses
All are welcome to atLend
boundaries between comedy,
and
either participate in inforfantasy.
and
adventure, sci-fi
This was exhibited in the vari- mal discussions or simply sit
and enjoy. People who barely
ety of episodes screened.
The 20 -plus meeting atten- knew each other, or who had
dees were overwhelmingly male just met, felt comfortable
and quite a few were computer enough - or bold enough -ti
science or engineering majors. discuss their likes and dislikes
Goldstein said he thinks men with one another.
Tsunami Anime’s success did
are more attracted to Anime
because they are more visually appear to be based on fans and
has
willingness to share; one
that
Anime
their
oriented, and
member shouted with a huge
vivid, intricate visuals.
Goldstein said he knows a smile on his face, "You gotta let
few women at his Residence me borrow this!"
Hall who, although they do not

Author
Continued from pg 1
and a pre-occupation with sex and violence and other all-American, tragiccomic themes
Other novels by Hannah include
"The Tennis Handsome" (1983), "Ray"
(1981) and ’high Lonesome" (1996).
Hannah said his favorite work is
"Bats Out of Hell" (19931, a collection of
23 short stories with titles that say it
all, such as "Rat -faced Auntie," "Death
of a Bitch," and "Upstairs Mona Bayed
bir Doug.’

Other collections of short stories
include "Captain Maximus" (1985) and
"Airships" (1978).
Hannah currently teaches English
at the University of Mississippi.
In a recent telephone interview,
Hannah said he likes chatting with his
audience in one -on-ones now, but this
was not always the case.
"I’ve grown into it. I used to be very
fatalistic - I thought you had to be
born to writing but I now see that writers can develop and mentoring is part
of the process," Hannah said.
Asked about his idiosyncratic southern characters. Hannah said people are
unfortunately becoming very bland

Chad PilgerAparian Daily
Danielle Chain, undeclared, takes a swing before breaking open a pinata during Rec 10- creating a
meaningful life --Tuesday on Tower Lawn. Students were instructed to come up with activities that represented the theme, "celebrate your inner child." Chain said this is such a fun class she tries to make it
every day. This is the first semester that this class has been offered.

and homogeneous.
"I’m the most interesting person in
my classes," he said.
Hannah said he is not inspired by
news stories or Internet content and
was surprised to find out there are
many Web sites dedicated to his work.
Referring to his recurring themes of
sex and violence and the absurd,
Hannah said there is so much destructive ’creativity’ out there.
"It’s the only creativity a lot of people know," he said.
Hannah’s visit will be followed by
that of award -winning Latina poet and
San Jose State alumna, Lorna Dee
Cervantes, Nov. 4.

Nancy Echeverria, a sophomore
majoring in social work said she didn’t
know any of the writers in the current
series but thinks she will attend
Cervantes’ presentation because she
would be able to relate most, being
Latina. Echeverria added she would be
reading up on each author before they
visit campus, share the information
with friends and then decide whether
or not to attend segments of the series.
"It’s such a great opportunity to
learn about other people’s experience
and points of view," she said.
The Major Author’s 11th season will
continue in spring 2000 with author
and Nobel Prize nominee Joyce Carol

Oates, March 16.
Oates is the season’s Martha
Heasley Cox Lecturer.
Martha Heasley Cox is a professor
emeritus of Sail’s English department and a founder of the Steinbeck
Center.
The final lecture in the Major
Authors season will be given by
renowned science fiction writer, Ursula
K. Le Guin, April 27. Le Guin will also
teach on campus as a visiting instructor in spring 2000.
Each installment of the Major
Authors Series is free of charge and
open to the public.

ortation Solutions Program
S
Horde
Enclostir

Adventures

5 campus locations
guaranteed parking space
added security for your bike
exercise through bicycle commuting
register now at Associated Students
Business Office in the Student Union

Sea Kayaking

Sat 10/2

8:30a

ips

This guided tour of Monterey Bay will show you all of its magical mysteries.
’go
Includes our guide, instruction, and safety gear. See trip info sheet for map and item list.
Deadline: Wed 9/29
Students: $45 Non -students: $50
"""oiromt

Rock Climbing Sat 10/23 9:00a
Come learn the basics of rock climbing at Planet Granite! They’ll provide the instructors, harness,
shoes and ropes. You provide the desire! See trip info sheet for for maps and item list.
Includes an all -day pass to Planet Granite.
Deadline: Wed 10/20
Students: $25 Non -students: $30

Transit Access

Ps wan)
f roe for all Students
:365 days of bus and light rail access
with validated tower card ID
service for faculty and staff $25/6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

Camping Trip

Sat/Sun 10/9-10/10

Half Dorne, El Capitan, and the Tioga Pass. Yosemite bursts with natural wonders. This two-day camping
trip includes hikes, food, transportation and experienced tour guides. See what John Muir was talking about
when he called Yosemite one of America’s greatest natural resources. Be sure to read trip info sheet for
item list and pre-trip meeting information. Trip departs Friday evening.
Deadline: Wed 10/6
Students. $65 Non -students: $75

Sag’
( ,arpool
share driving costs
make new friends
preferred parking at 71" street garage
match lists with SJSU students, faculty, and staff

IntrOtlitir0) SPOrtN
Team Standings
IFC Football
W L
I -0
0- I
I -0
0-0
0-0
1-0
0- 1
0- I

Men’s Football

IFC Volleyball

(Wednesday)
1. Shepherds
2. Watts UP
3. Wildmen
4. The Regime
5. Sigma Dogs
6. The Village
7. Raiderz
8.X

(Wednesday)
I. (-)X
2. Efl
ATS2
4. AY
5. EX
6. KE
7. EN
8. 11KA

avoid the stresses of
driving in cirdes and
traffic backup

(Friday)
I (-)X
2 . LI I
1. A Ti 1
4. AY
5 LX
h. KE
7. FIJI
8. IIKA

for Information call

See our web page for game schedulesa: as.s1su.edu.ascr/intramurals.html

ALTRANS at

40g924.RME
Illtuesnt Union

Moin Lihrol AS. Business Office 5:30-4:30
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Co-Rec Volleyball
(1 hursday)
W L
1. Cross Court
2. Jaimle’s
3. Hotshots
4, Messed Up
5. NA I(
6. Mixed Up
7, Team Y
8. Friday’s
9, Spartans
10, Mariners

IM Bowling League
Captain’s Meeting:
9/22, 2:30 pm, Bowling Center, Student Union
Free for all students
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0
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Protest
COMfflMitdfMMIN1
Jose Sanchez, a retired carpenter and union member of 30
years, said picketing helps workers.
"I’m doing this for people to get
a decent wage and a pension,"
Sanchez said.
Even Suraya Akbarzad, who
supports unions, had concerns
about the picket.
"I don’t want it to affect the
parking. As it is, I take the shuttle," said Akbarzad, a senior

The SPARTAtt DAILY
Mikes no dim for products or
servIces anmrthed below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied The
chiselled columns al the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advernsIng
Ind ollerIngs we not approved or
willed by the newspeper.

EMPLOYMENT
JAVA/C++ PROGRAMMERS
SOY seeks full-time and part-time
developers fluent in Java/C++ who
demonstrate good written & verbal
communication skills. Successful
candidates will develop technologies to support scientific data,
databases, & related web access
& visualization tools. Barbie hours
for part-time work. Within walking
distance of San lose State. Send
resume & salary requirements to:
resumes@digitalcreativity.com

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Presctoot Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for interview at 2441968 or
fax resume to 248-7350.

PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Seeking friendly, energetic indryid
ual to wart tables at a casual
Asian food restaurant in SanJose.
If you are outgoing, service-onented and interested in earning cash
wages plus tips and meals,
please call us. Lunch shift,
approx. 11am- 2pm & occasional
weekend nights. Restaurant is
located on Blossom Hill Rd, just
outside of Los Gatos. Easy
access from 85 and 87. Call for
AUTISM ASSISTANT: Students interview: 408-358-2525.
needed to work with our 4 year old
autistic ,son. We have an intensive
COUNSELORS NEEDED
home program based on applied for Weekend Camp for Disabled.
behavior analysis (Lomas Method)
Call 408-243-7861 for info.
and the skillful use of positive
reinforcement. Professional
WAITPERSON NEEDED
training will be provided by Autism
Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available
Partnership. Flexible hours:
Salary + Tips
Afternoons, Eves or Weekends
Friendly Fun Environment
(6- 10 hrs/vrta. We are located in
Apply in Person
Cupertino, close to 280 and 85.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.
Please call Ma at 408-7770467.

CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners, bussers, and
servers. We’re always accepting
applications. Please apply in
person Monday,
Thurday. 2- 5pm.
ACCOUNT1NO/ADMINISTRATIVE 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
ASSISTANT. Spartan Shops, Inc.
San Jose State University SCORE! Prep seeking S.A.T.
Requires proficient use of spread- tutors. Must have high S.A.T.
sheet & word processing applica- scores. Flexible schedule. Reliable
tions. Duties: Bank reconciliation, transportation req’d. $13-$22/hr.
journal entries, maintain payroll Call 1 -800-PREP -182.
information as necessary and general office duties. Excellent benefit GET PAID WITHOUT WORKING
Email: jfc.marketingiausa.net
nkg. Medical, dental. vision, retirement. 24-32 hours per week
$9.50- $12.00 per hour. Paid VENUE REVIEWER/AUDITOR
Training: Nov - Dec 1999. Start:
PART-TIME RDOBLE
Jan 2000. Acctg major preferred Seeking enthusiastic student to
w/2 yrs accounting course work. visit assigned seating venues
Spartan Shops, Inc. Personnel (theaters, stadiums, etc.) in your
Dept. 1125 N 7th St. San Jose Ca area to take photos of interior/
exterior, collect detailed inform&
95112 FAX: 408-924-1910.
lion, seating charts and write a
NOW HIRING Bulling Attendants brief description/review about the
Campbell Recreation. Flexible, venue. Job requires excellent
weekends, $10/hr.408-888-2741. communication skills, attention to
detail, ability to work closely
EARN $ 10 PER HOUR
with people, flexible schedule
PART-TIME - FLEXIBLE HOURS and a vehicle. Working knowledge
Catered Too the Silicon Valley’s of photography a plus. Our
Premiere Catering & Event Company company will supply all tools.
is looking for fun, energetic people Please forward inquiries and
to work exciting corporate events. resumes to SeatAdvisor.com,
Call our staffing line now at (650) 6408 Lake Atlin Ave, San Diego.
625-1309. Work flexible hours CA 92119-3209. FAX to (619)
suited to your class schedule. 589-6777 OR e-mall christurnMeals included with every shift. ereseatachisor.com.
Most of our events are downtown
or in the South Bay- always a hip GROOldER’S ASST/16E/RIEL HUMP
atmosphere to work in. Experi- needed for small, exclusive
ence helpful but not necessary. shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Call Now!
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Exp. working
DATA ENTRY: Downtom nonprofit re/dogs preferred, but will train.
20 hours/week, flex. $849/hour. Great ripply for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
Type 45 WPM, detail oriented, Can FM resume to 408/3770109
PC proficient. Fax: 408-2747562. or Call 371-9115.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
NI majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at $13.10 base- appt.
Earn $65 -$393 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
11am . 4pm
CALL 979-9700
www.wodcforstudents.com ’

SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(8-25hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordinator (at-risk elementary & middle
school), data entry and admix
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus.
Salary $8 to $12 an hour.
Resume and cover letter to Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascorn Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95128. AA/EOE
Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email:
asullivanaginscouts-gsscc.org

P/T INSTRUCTORS - PANTY
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
TEACHERS a AIDES, YWCA has programs. Need reliable car &
immediate openings throughout exper. re/kids. Excellent pay! Will
San Jose. P/T with benefits. tram. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
AM/PM shifts. Fax resume to
408-294-1373 or contact Susan
408-295-4011 x215.
SELLING TO MEN - CLOTHING
Ideal part-time weekend job.
Good pay in relaxed atmosphere.
Please call Friday thru Sunday.
408970-0900 or fax 970-0903.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.
31,000’S WEE(LY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send 1 stamp to: N-28, PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire BI.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

$750 per month, will make $1,000 effective
today if he signs the legislation as anticipated.
Davila said the raises are justified
because most students wouldn’t have the
opportunity to participate in student government if the compensation wasn’t adequate.
’If you’re going to be a full-time student
representative you’re not going to be a very
good one if you don’t get paid," he said.
The new AS Board has been in session for
a little more than a month and Davila wor-

RESTAURANT: Wait Staff, Russel’.
Host/Hostess. Cashier. 5$! Call
408377-6456.

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T ki the afternoon. No ECE units IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
required. Previous experience with Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
children preferred. Please call
Cal Lupe 408/942-8866 or email
2441968 x 16
lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
VALET PARKERS Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
flexible schedules available. Earn
$10 to $15 per hour with tips.
Please call 1.925.210-1232.
Golden Gate Valet.

FAX: 408-924-3282

STUDENT .10118 Pahl Internships
or financial aid at nationwide
company, part-time or full-time.
Knstie 360-1370.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.

ries that the pay raise may strike sense people as premature.
"Yeah, I’m worried about the political
ramifications but the directors deserve it, in
fact, some of them deserve three times that,
but I think the way we did it might be a
problem for some people,’ Davila said.
During last spring’s election, Davila said
San Jose State University faculty and staff
were fighting for a bigger piece of the pie.
’They need a bigger pie, not larger slices,"
Davila said.

RENTAL HOUSING

SPACIOUS 1& 2 DORM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa. suana.
SWIM INSTR 8 LIFEGUARDS full gym, on-site management, all
wanted. Fun environment, close to appliances included,central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
Open Monday thru Saturday.
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.
THE COLONNADE
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS, 201 So 4th St. (408)279-3639.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working NICE, CLEAN 2IR/1BA APT.
with children? The YMCA of Santa S980/mo.+ 1 mo. dep. Reed &
Clara Valley is now hiring for 111h, by SJSU. Call 408.2483257.
Preschool & School-Age Chikkare
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara. Los Gatos. Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full and part-time
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
positions available. Hours flexible Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with Your own probe or disposable.
children, career advancement. 335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488
and good training opportunities.
www.bworks.com/elec/
Teachers require minimum 6 units
practice/briseno.htm
in ECE, education, recreation.
psychology. sociology, physical
education and/or other related CONFIDENTIAL FREE BIRTH
fields. Please call Beth Profio at Control for women: pills or De-po
408-2918894 for infomiation and shot. STD screening, pap &
pregnancy tests. etc. 942-0980.
locations.

HEMM&BEMW

WELAIIMAID
FOUND -1 RING near Clark
Library Call 924-2795 leave
message

DLUMEEBS
CENTRAL YMCA YOUTH SPORTS
Volunteer Coaches Needed!!! The
Central YMCA is looking for volunteers to coach youth sports teams
ages 310 14 years old. The sports
offered are basketball, roller hockey
& soccer. Sessions are six weeks
long with practices one night a
week & games on Saturdays. For
more info, please contact Natalia
Mercadal, Youth Sports Director,
Central YMCA 408-298-1717x 15.

TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great expenence
working with kids ages 5 - 12.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part canpetitne pag, excellent training.
AUTO INSURANCE
Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call and a fun work environment.
Campus Insurance Service
FT and PT available. Call (408)
408.363-4182.
Special Student Prcgrams
GOPHER/DRIVER wanted P/T
2839200 ext. 21.
for local firm with ’can do’ attitude, DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
Saving Slat for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Divers"
CA license, & good driving record. International Golf Co. SJSU VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Ambitious & energetic people
Hours flexible. Call 282-1500.
location, $10-$30 per hour, part
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
or full time. Morning or afternoon. needed, FT/PT. Earn $8-$15 per
’Good Students’ "Educators"
TEACH DRIVING. Company car. Call 971-1645.
hour (average). Flexible, will work
"Engineers" "Scientists"
MEN & WOMEN
Good Pay. After school + wknds.
around your school schedule.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Lots of fun and earn good money.
HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557
SECURITY
FREE QUOTE
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
wyvvv.deluxeclriving.com.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Call (408)867-7275, leave
NO HASSLE
Of using chemicals. Let us
We will train you. Student Friendly
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
voicemail or email us at
permanently
NO
OBLIGATION
Theses,
Term
Papers,
Resumes,
remove
your
vew.i.corinthianparking.com.
Leave
TEACHER/TEACHER ASST Come F/T, P/T. Weekdays & Weekends
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip
Join Our Team! NAEYC Accred Cntr
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Grata Projects, etc.
name and number where you can
etc.
All
formats,
specializing
in
’,PA.
Bikini
Chin
Tummy
contacted.
Flexible
in Svle. FT/PT. All ages Exper/Ed
Schedule.
be
BEST RATES
Students & faculty receive 15%
408-247-4827
preferred . Call Tram/Jan 245.7285.
Miawtnini tape transcription. Fax.
on
Experienced, dependable,
discount. First appt. 1/2 pate if
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
AUTO INSURANCE
quick retum.
made before 12/31/99.
offers positions for:
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Free
Phone
Quotes
Tomorrow.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Hair Today Gone
Desoto’s Assistant Directors
Designers & Writers wanted for
8 LOVE CHILDREN??
No Driver Refused
TOP PAY!
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Dna
weekly newspaper. PT & InternTeachers Teacher Aides
4x4’s
379-3500.
(408)
ship available. Call 408-928-1750
Immediate temp/perm
FT & PT opportunities available
Accidents
working with infant/toddler.
substitute positions as
or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
Cancelled
preschool & school age children.
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
Tickets
WANTED
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
BILINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
at After School Programs,
RECEPTIONIST for upscale
D.U.I.
Math: Algebra - Geometry
salary, excellent benefits package
Day Care Centers. Etc.
Saratoga Spa. Heavy phones
S.R. Filing
EGG DONORS WANTED
to FT & PT employees and an
Statistics Trig - Calculus
(408) 866-8550
& scheduling, some retail.
Good Student Discount
enriching work environment. For
Physics: Mechanics Electric
If you are between the ages of
Exceptional customer service
Call us now
$6,T.- GED CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
skills and a commitment to FIRST YEAR/FIRST SEMESTER positions avail at our centers In:
21 and 35, and looking for the
408-244-9100
most rewarding experience of your
FRESHMEN
excellence required. Competitive
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Computer Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Sam - 8pm Mon - Sat
Spanish: All levels
life, call 1-888-350-7122.
pay, benefits. Flexible schedCampbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
$15.00/hour
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
Asian and Jewish donors needed.
Morgan HIM & Redwood City
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
ule PT/FT. Also hiring for: "Just out of High School?
Email: tutor90763@aol.com
cal (408)371990) or
CUSTOMER SERVICE order "In your first semester of college?
fulfillment for on-line orders. "Living in the Santa Clara county?
fa resxnes to (408) 371.7685
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
and LICENSED MANICURIST. If the answer is "yes" to these
For more info about CDI/CDC &
Harmonic European Day Spa. three questions, then you may be
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Fax: 408-741-4901. Phone: eligible to make 815.00 per hour
Jobline at 1888-9-CDICOC. EOE
Sara 408-741-4997 ext 115. in a research study group.
STIJDENT DENTAL PLAN
Interested?
VAVVI .har monies pa scorn
Only $57.00 per year.
Call 408-288-7136.
FOOD SERVICEEspmeso BlifHOSt
Save 30% 60%
TELEMARKETING Part/FulITIme
FT & PT positions avail. in busy
on your dental needs.
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
For Part-Tlme and
family style restaurant in Sunyvl.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
Full -Time Positions, call
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25/hr.
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
to start. Call 408-733-9446 or
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
WRITING HELP:
Media Promotions 408-494-0200.
522.3802. Ask for Mgr.
Highest quality writing, editing,
Fast placement, no fees
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
ghostwriting. Essays, application
Office jobs in local companies
1 Switch position
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has
Students/grads/career change
LIBRARY
statements. reports, etc.
4 Grocery section
openings for following positions:
/ Part-Time Positions
Temp/TemptoHire/Direct Hire
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
8 Talk wildly
DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
Available Throughout CA.
=IMO BOOB OMO00
San Jose to Sari Mateo
(510) 801-9554 or
12 Gemstone
Librarians, Assts. &Clerks
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working
Phone: (650) 325-1133
email bolIckebest.com
@MOW MOON MOHO
13 Ladd of "Shane"
with elementary aged children.
Library Education/Experience.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
Fax: (650) 325-3639
BOOM WM00 DOURO
14 Worship
"INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
Visit us at www.almusa.com
16 Zeus’ wife
WOMMMOW MMOWOURI
Full or Part -Time. Must have
17 New frond
MOOG! WWII
6 ECE units.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
19 Nape
DMOUOD MOWOOMMO
& Regular Class 58.60-511.52 hr.
Contact Use at 408-723-5140.
to get $S PAID $5
21 Indeed, in the
ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
Saratoga School District.
to lose up to 30 lbs.
DOMUO WOOD MOO
Bible
in the next 30 days.
C418673424x504 for application forming 10,000 copies. $350 gets
BABYSITTER NEEDED Afternoons,
WOO MOOMOMEI DOM
22 Shade trees
& information. Immediate Need. you in. Also Computer Services:
35 days/week, for 3 & 6 year olds
Natural. Guaranteed.
23 Sign gas
MOM ODOM =QOM
WP, DTP, Graphic Design, Web
in my Cupertino home. English
Call (408)7915256.
25 Dec. holiday
OMMUNOWO DOOMOU
speaking, non-smoking, own transTEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts,
27 Tortilla dishes
MMU =DOW
portation. Call 408-255-3844.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. Color Photo Business Cards, etc.
31 Kind of wreath
=MOOD OWEIUMWO
Commission Sales Jobs, too!
Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept Degree / Credential NOT Required.
35 Crude metal
DO YOU WANT TO BE A MOOEL7 Elementary School Age Recreation Opportunity for leaching exp. Need
408-287-9158
MOMU MOM
AMMO
36 - Square
Cal 408-437-7722 Today.
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few Car. W: (408)287 4170 act. 408. http://members.aol.com/funkebm
38 Welsh dog
MORO 0040 ODOM
Or visit www.AmericanModetnet.
positions avail approx 7am-llam. EOE/AAE
39 Kimono sashes
M010100 MOWD UOMO
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
%Int salary, no ECE units req.
41 Jumps
TUTORS NEEDED: Eton’, H.S. Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
43 Like Felix Unger
subjects. Earn $15 - $20/hour.
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
GREAT .)0B FOR STUDENTS!
32 Wish and hope
"M’AS*H"
44 Prongs
Jack or Joan. (408)227-6685.
Full & parttime positions available out for yourself. Order "WHAT IS
EARN EXTRA CASH $
33 Dumbfounded
3 Display
46 Waded in lone
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
Paid training
Up to $600/month
34 Measure of
ostentatiously
48 Mimic
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
Excellent benefrts
DEUVERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Become a Sperm Donor
volume
4 Sign of spring
49 Brews, as tea
Earn $200 every weekend.
the Church of Scientology.
No experience necessary
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
37 Locations
5 Actor Wallach
51 Banner
Apply in person at
Most have reliable truck & ins.
1-800-293-8483.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
40 Most run-down
6 Disney dog
53 Speaker’s
555 D Mehdian Ave. San Jose
Lifting required.
Contact California Cryobank
42 Wizard
7 Back -of-theplatform
Or call Laune at 408-286.5880.
408-292-7876
650,324-1900, M.F. 8-4:30.
45 Health resort
book list
55 Stnkebreaker
47 Buy and sell
8 ’Norma-’
56 Java neighbor
50 Barn’s neigh9 Stickiness
59 Hang back
bor
10 Carol
61 Spiral-horned
52 Diminished
11 London
antelopes
54
Adds
streetcar
65 Working at a
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES cALL 408-924-3277
seasoning to
12 Exclamations of
factory, perhaps
56
Air
-rifle ammo
surprise
68 Work hard
57 Pub beverages
15 Asner and
69 Good judgment
58 Moon goddess
McMahon
70 Tin Pan Alley
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
product
18 Farm baby
60 Overabundance
71 Covet
62 Something
20 Great
forbidden
72 Jade
achievement
63 Use a
73 Constellation
24 Appoints
constituent
springboard
26 Circle part
27 Honks
64 Guileful
66 Average grade
28 Planet’s path
DOWN
67 "Wheel of
29 Fishing net
1 Oil cartel abb
Fortune" buy
30
Benches
2 Jamie - of

INSURANCE

WORD PROCESSING

REEIRI

SERVICES

Daily

ROSS WORD

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DAILY CLASSIFIED - Locm, RATES
Print your ad here.
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Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

Certain advertisements in
Mese columns may reler the
reeds to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Clesellled readers should be
reednded Ma when mine
awes Sather contacts, they
should require complete
lateraietien before sending
inn, ler spoils er sentoes.
hi silVus, feelers shield
carshily Wooss sithree
ellesIng employenent
recoupons for discount
madam or merchind Ise .

Spartan Daily Staff Report
The Associated Students Board is expected to get a pay raise effective today when AS
President Leo Davila signs it in.
The new piece of legislation was pushed
through a budget committee consisting of
several AS board members - the very members who would benefit from the raise plus three students-at-large.
The raise would boost the directors
salaries - known as stipends - 144 percent. For example, Davila, who now makes

CLASSIFIED

ADMIN. NEEDED Small Promotional Products Co. in Campbell
needs well organized reliable person to work 15-20 hours/week in
administration/shipping/receiving.
Flex hours/days. $10.00- $11.00
per hour. Fax resume to 40886&0749 or call 408-866-7000.

University

AS expected to raise salaries today

majoring in public relations. "But
I totally support them."
Sgt. John Laws, a supervisor of
Traffic and Parking Operations
for the
University
Police
Department, said the picketers
are not affecting parking at all.
"They’re very friendly. They
wave to me, and I wave back to
them," Laws said.
Students who want to show
their support should honk their
horns or wave as they drive by,
Bush said.

PHN: 408-924-3277

State

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Rate increase. $2 for each additional One per ad.
Rate increases $2 for sash additional day.
EnEIAMMWOMM
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive MIMS: receive 20% oft
50 + consecutive issues: receive 25% oft
Local rasa apply to Sara Cam County adtmaloars
End
olutlinta, ataft a faculty.
First Me in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
AddltIonel words may be set in bold type ate per ad
Charge of
per wood.

Please check
one classification:

Addnoss
Zfry & Sus

2qicxde

Prom
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)

Spartan Deily Classifieds
Sin Jose State University
San Joss, CA 95192-0140
Classified don is located in Dwight Bente! Hat. Roars 209.
Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
MAI ads are premed. IS No refunds on cancelled ads
in Rates for coneeciAtve publication dates only
OUEST1ONS7 CALL (408)9243277

Lost and Found’
Announcements
_ Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
_Volunteers
_For Sale
Aube For Sale
_Electronics
_Wanted
_Employment
_Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housmg
Real Estate
Services
HealthiBeauty
SportsiThrills
Insurance
Entertarment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing
_Scholarshts

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed WI person in DBH 209 from 10em to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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Wedttesdey: September 2S,’,911194
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There’s more to college than college We know. We’re netLibrary We’re thousands of books online
As in, ready to read, research and save you time so you can chase other goals
We call them eBook ,
thPy’re right on your computer. 24/1 Ask your campus librarian or

Lheck us out at www.nethbrary.com

